
Acne 

OI had acne Rosaria for 15 years and nothing I was prescribed by the dermatologist  worked.   I was 

trying all sorts of different makeups and products as well to try to disguise the blemishes…but 

nothing worked. 

I read somewhere that it could be hormonal and I had been having irregular periods for years so I 

decided to find someone who worked with my body as a whole, not just the skin…I went to Linda 

Burke 

Linda tested me for imbalances in all my systems and found plenty>   She put me on a program 

which easily addressed all of these issues at once as they were all from the same root cause.    

To my astonishment and disbelief 3 weeks later my acne was totally gone for the first time in nearly 

20 years, and low and behold my periods are now regular too!! 

All in all a great result.   Thanks Linda you are a gem. 

Cheryl M Brookbrough 

 

Psoriasis 

I had been told by the dermatologist that no one knows the cause of psoriasis and why it develops 

and that there was no cure.   I asked about possible food intolerance but she said there was no link 

at all to food and not to be so silly! 

I knew there was a link because I had noticed how certain foods made me worse. 

I decided to do something about this by finding someone professional who really knew about the 

body and all the ways it interacts with food.   I found Linda. 

After testing me to find my root cause, she changed my diet, got me on a detox, and supplements.   

Initially it all seemed to go the wrong was as she warned me it might…a healing crisis she called it, 

but within 2 weeks my skin began to clear, my joints stopped hurting, and my stomach settled.   I 

could eat almost anything without a reaction. 

My skin has never looked this good before.   But the bonus is that I feel so energetic, clear thinking 

and can eat a normal diet with no adverse reactions. 

Psoriasis is a horrible autoimmune disorder…the skin is only the outward evidence of a complete 

body imbalance.   The medications the doctors put you on are chemotherapy drugs which crash your 

immune system!   How could that ever be a good thing!!!   What I have learned from Linda makes so 

much sense.   I now know why I got psoriasis, and how to heal it. 

Lorna J Enniskillen 

Itching skin 



For years I was plagued with itchy skin on my legs, arms and belly.   There was no rash or 

evidence…just a mad itch especially when I got hot.   My GP tried various drugs but nothing worked. 

I went to Linda to see if she could help.   The first thing she did was look up the side effect of the 

drugs I was on…and sure enough one of the side effects of Statins for high cholesterol is itching skin!   

She tested me to see why my cholesterol was up, and gave me natural treatment for cholesterol and 

to improve my general digestion, reduce stress and get my system working right. 

I am not on any medication now because the natural treatment reversed my high cholesterol back to 

normal, and I feel great…no more itchy skin!! 

Jeff d Castlederg. 

 

Eczema 

I brought my wee girl to Linda Burke because she was diagnosed with eczema (and asthma and I 

didn’t like the thought of her being on steroid creams.   This just didn’t sit well with me knowing the 

side effects of steroids. 

Linda explained that there is a direct link between eczema and asthma, and that cows milk is often 

the trigger.   She tested my child for allergies and toxicity and put her on a program which totally 

eliminated both the asthma and eczema.   It was so simple.    

Why don’t doctors know anything about this natural way of resolving conditions?   It’s ridiculous to 

think my wee girl’s future health was out at        risk by being subjected to steroids which don’t 

health eczema!! 

 

 


